
March 5, 1949 

Dear Mr. Bennett, 

You've probably heen wondering what is takine :me so long. I 
hope you got your s11ps--I mailed them on Monday, Feb. 28. At that 
time I had already gone through your new classification, and had 
written a lengthy letter about it, but when I started to take notes 
on the letter for my own reference , I discove1~ed certain things that 
I had not originally noticed . Here are some of them. 

First--I don't think it at all advisable to put"man" and "woman" 
nscr lpt ions urider the same a.a i ta.I latter. If the difference in 

the entt!:Jles should by any chance be due to gender, it will be dangerous, 
since E will then not have a gender significance. It will be quite 
safe to put the 'dancer' inscriptions in A, because tlwre are certain 
factors that indicate si nilarity with the "'man" inscriptions. That 
would leave us with your original distinction for A and B, and I don't 
suppose you will mind that. 

Second--your idea of expressing sub-divisions by adding to the 
number at the right &etf~xsxk ( .e. ~81 and A815 etc.) sounded all right 
at first, but when I came to apply it, I found it ran the number up 
tom high. 

The situation we have--at least so far as I can see--is this: 
The capital letter divisions can be worked out. We can limit the 
principal ideogram categories to less than 26, by grouping animals 
together, plants tosether, object iddo6rams that are recocn_izable 
togethe1~, then the unrecoGDizable ones, and the Phonetic signs used 
ideogra.phically, etc. etc. This has never caused much diffjculty, 
and there is no reason for anticipating any now . 

Your second division, the numbe1', e;ives us 99 categories for 
each capital. That is p1'\obably ample though I don't know for sure 
about my 13resent E group. 

There is , however , usually need for a further subdivision. This 
one may be extremely important, since it will often be based on an 
observable difference in the inflection of the words--whether that 
is "case" as I think, or something else. It is too important to 
bury by using a. t 1ird number. Besides , there are someti1~1es more 
than ten such divisions for a given group (althou~h in most cases 
the group consists of only a single example). I would suggest the 
use of a small letter here instead , since that will give--if needed--
26 sub-divisions, although it would be best to avoid q~l,6 except 
in an emergency, The type would then be AOla instea of 01 . 
I don't know how it will work out later on, of course. I suspect 
we will have to make several rough classifications before we actually 
make the final one , because certa.in factors come up with certain 
ideograms, and until we have them all classified, we can't predict 
the circumstances. 

The AOla type has another advantage. It means that the insctpiption 
number will follow immediately after the small lette1'\, without a 
decimal poiE~· This is important, because in writing about the 
inscriptions, line and face references are otten needed. If we 
use the decimal point for the inscription itself , we nmst add face a , 
line 2. If no decimal point has yet been used, . b2 would do it . -
Then a full description of the function of the second word in line 
2 of the great 'rnan° inscription (Kl516) would be the notation 
k®.i.m:x2xtMx2.J} AOlal . 2 (H 2) . H for heading . A means nmasculine" 
ideogram ( ineluding nman" A.nd -rrdancerif; Oil the entry type word, man #1 
a inscriptions where entries are preceded by a headinG and followed 
oy a summation, in which the entry word is what I call "Case IV", i.e. 
the case of words in the "man" inscription, and apparently of the 
principal word in E inscriptions( ~~~ this has not been proven jiJt 
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in print, although I hav~ twi~a sugGested it in articles which will 
appear in the near futuret. You see, that small letter ca tee;ory is 
very important. It defines the word itself for the entries. (H 2) 
means we a.re talking about the second word in the heading of paragraph 
1. 

I have not yet finished my analysis of the "ma.ntt inscriptions. Nor 
have I even begun to finish my digraphic analysis, and several other 
things that are needed before I tackle the job of a. definitive 
acDIKx~x.ixx classification. For instance, we really need a careful 
analysis of ideograms from both Pylos and Knossos, before we make 
even the capital letter classification. It can't be done on the 
basis of guess or general impression. It must be done on fact , 
otherwise we will. have to chanr;e the classif.ication later, and that 
will be a nuisance. I suggest we continue ou t--- own classifications 
until we actually arrive at a definitive classification, and them 
enter the final notation. 

My following discussion will take up, therefore, only the "man'' 
inscriptions, and will be certain only for the AOl group--which I 
have analyzed . The rest is subject to further analysis and therefore 
liable to change . 

I'm sorry to say that I began by putting comments on your sheets. 
I would not have done so if I had realized how many alterations would 
be needed. It will, however, give you an idea of my train of thought. 
I started by writing in blank ink for the ·first review, putting in 
my own tentative classifacation number. Then on second revisios, 
I used green ink. The third time, red ink, and finally pencil. You 
will note I changed my mind a great deal. 

It was gratifying to note that your tentative classification 
and mine agreed in a majority of cases--indeed, ' w~ll over a majority. 
That means we won't have too much difficulty in getting -tJogether, 
since we are thinking along the same lines. 

But my tentative classification, as well as yours, does not 
follow the rule you suggested when we talked about this classi!facation. 
The rule is, I think, very important. To state it in my own words: 
no inscriptions should be listed under the same catetory--that is, 
as AOlal and AOla2(in my suggested revision, or AOl.l, AOl.2 in your 
listing) unless the are identical in ever observaale detail, and 
in respect to the n iv ua wor s use, mus agree in the unction 
of the words, which may be "casett or something else. 

The rule for each cate~ory must be set down in advance, and in 
as much detail as possible, and then only inscriptions that follow 
that rule exactly must be class4d under it. 

A great deal of my difficulty with your list is that your rules 
are not specific enough. lix Sometimes you have added an inscription 
that does not follow even your general rule (for example, your AOl.7-
Pl, Anl2) does not have man #11

•. Also, you have not classified all 
the nman° inscriptions--a few seem to be omitted, and I have no way 
of telling where you would put them. 

There are, in all, somewhat less than 100 inscriptions with "man" 
(I count 98, inxcluding those in which it 1s not the principal ideogram, 
but I may have counted wrong--don't want to bother to check again at 
this moment). Of these, the majority a.re unique, even thouBh mamy 
have enough resemblances to warrant grouping them together under 
the same capital letter and number, but not under the same small ' letter. 

I think our precedure will have to be this: set down a rule for 
a subdivision--then independently arrange the inscriptions we think 
belong there, with a complete analysis of all factors that we obse1--ve. 
Then compare lists, and when we do not agree that two inscriptions 
are identical, put them in adjacent categories. That is slow work, 
and requires a lot of time, but when we finish, our categories 
sh 

·....:...... 
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should be so well defined that we can use them in pseudo-mathematical 
equations with reasonable certainty._ 

I've 11orked all we.ek on 1\01, and here is the result of my 
cogitations • 

• 
A. - Inscriptions with a mltXehuman ideogram, male 

~)~'~'~)~ 
!!: Inscriptions containing lists with the entry type word ~t (and 

never a numeral larger than one, except in the tota1). , V 
AOla. Lists with entries in par~fraph form, each paragrpph 

preceded by a statement and~, and followed by a total. 
The entry word in Case IV. 

Only AbOl (Kl516). AOlal? 
AOlb. Lists in colunmars form, a single entry on each line, 

apparently followed by a total, preceded by a statement. No 
introductory statement extant. Entry word in Case IV. AOlbl? 

only Ab02 (Kl519). (Note; according to our rule, must be 
separated from abovei, because of a difference--use of 
statement before total. These statements will be most important 
in the deciphering of Minoan, I think, and inscriptions using 
them must be carefully classified). 

AOlc. Lists with entries apparently in paragr~ph. form, no statements 
or totals extent. Ent:r-ies in Case Iv. Ideogram~, probably 
a variant of ~-

Abll (K603) AOlcl 
Abl2 (K607) A01c2 

(Note: these two fragmmts possibly from same inscr, 
Abl3 (K608) AOlc3 (I'm a little dubious. This may 

also use ~ as an ideogram}. 
Ab14 (K609) AOlc4 

AOld. List of entries in colunma.r form, 2 to a line, preceded 
by an introductory statement, appaeantly with no ideogra~. 
Case may be IV--or II. . 

Anl3 (P 1) AOldl? 
(in my tentative classification, it was Abl5). 

AOleTg. Skip. I like lots of elbow room for revision. Maybe it 
would be better to skip before AOld. 

AOlh , List of entries in colimm.ar form, no introductory o~ final 
statement, no total extant. 

Usual entry tppe word~ man, #1, but occasionally word, word. 
(Ifl we designate an entry word as I--for item7 -the word, 

____ Alst) 
The f orni' 
in line 7 
also in 
Anl3. 

word, would be designated as (I 1, I 2) 
(and this is important}' apparently the same word in lines 
2 and 7---but added ending in line 7. Both (I). Case 
therefore amb1guous--unt11 we d4c1de what the difference 
means. This is a type quite different from the above). 

Anl6 (Pl92) AOlhl? (I had called it Ab21). 
011-1 Skip. 

AOlm. Lists in colpmnar form, 2 entries to a line. No initial WEX~ 
s.x:ta:«x statement extant, possibly a secondary statement in line 6. 
Two-word entry in line 9x9, then final statement, inxcluding 

nTotal". Case not r.v. 
An20 (P 18) AOlml? 

AOlx. (Another advantage of using a small letter is that it gives 
us an x sub-class, which is often needed. The theory for x 
should be, in ~y opinion, to list gra.gments with the simplest 
possible category). Fragments which seem to have man #1. 
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Ab 38M P ) A0lxl (my former Abl8) These are my 
An 34 (p ) A0lx2 (my former Abl9) tentative classi-
An 33 ,, ) A9lx3 ( Ab41) fication numbers 
An 38/rl. P ) A0lx4 ( Ab42) for these Pyles 
An 39 ( P ) A0lx5 ( Ab43) inscriptions. 
An 37 (P ) A0lx6) I Axll) 
An 40 (P ) A0lx7 ( Ax12) 

We agree quite astonishingly well on this A0l category, except 
that I think we should subdivide once more than you did. In 
general, your AOi is my Ab, except that I had decided that I had 
put in a couple of inscriptions that did not belong--and you 
agree taoita.j: even on that, since you listed them with other 
groups. 

I've put down tenegtive numbers for some of your other eroups, 
but would like to know your exact reasons for listing them where 

you do, befor·e I go on. 
Your Ad group must be subdiviaed--according to number of 

W<?fdS used in heading, and further, according to words in heading 
( \\\t is repeated) and according to ending of second word ~\) 
frequent). 

I agree on A02--and in general on A03, but your A06 and A0S 
are not homogeneous. And I t¥nk it e.dvisable, so far as possible 
to separate inscriptions with":+- and ¥c• You will have to check 
these with the photographs, since I sfdn't hntJe time. The ideograms 
may be different. . ~v\o---

I think inscriptions with ;omb~n~d ideo-lams should be 
postponed. A,G, I think--31, 32 etc. And:. for inscriptions 
in which 'man" is not the principal ideogram. I still think that 
all inscriptions with Human ideograms should go together, even when 
the human :i.deogram is not princlpal. I'm inslined to suggest that 
all your J'H. group come here, and all your En group, as well as 
~and Cn 10. --
- Your fnnmer Ad I V!ould put in Jt.®i Al0---

Your finnmer Ae as A20---and add a11 inscriptions with\,,.. Since 
none of your Ae are identical, I'd used the SDlBlll letters tb dit>ide 
them, thou,3h there are a few I'd put together. But I think it 
better to have your independently arrived at opinion of how they 
are to go, before I send ~ou m ne. 

I think we should alternate. You gave me your 11st. I'm sending 
my opinion of the first cate~ory, and suggestions for some of the 
others. I will add my division of your former Ad. Then you send 
me a discussion, and a complete classification of another group , ()2, 03 etc 
In that way, we can both work inde pendent Iy. I don' t believe in 1 

" 

compromise before one's own Xliiuri.s: ideas are formed. Too often 
that results in later disagreement. Here's my suce;estion Nf.xkdd for Ad. 

Al: n alm-leaf" tablets (al!l i ri!3ht?) -.;Onsisting of a headln~ 
(1-4 words) fol~ovLed by q~, used phonetically apparently, 
then "man" #, Gt. °K # 

Al0--fra 6"Wllllts where number of words in heading cannot be determined. 
Al0al-- --your former Adl~ 
A10bl-- ... -your former AdlJ_ 
Al0xl--- Adl3 
Al0x2-- Adl4 

All one-word heading 
Allal ---your former Ad0l 

These x tablets belong here because 
of their shape--right? 



Al2---two-word headiqgs. 
A 12a first word C\\+ 

A 12al----your farmer Ad08 
Al2a2---- " n Ad20 (may have had more words, but no 

Al2b -e first word 
Al2bl--•---Ad04 

evidence--at least in my copy) 
varies, second varies, but ends in i 

A 12 c 1- - - - - -AdO 6 
Al2dl------Ad07 
Al2el------Adl0 

Al2f-~. Skip 
Aoll2g acmi.xf.fx ---second word incomplete. May have had~ 

Aocl2g; -----Ad05 
Axl2h-j--skip. ~hen second words which do not end in "throne" 

Alt2kl---".9--Ad02 
kiax 

Al21 skip 1 ~1enever possible. 
Al3m---Adl8-

Al3---three-worc1 heading. ~ · 
Al3a----Ad09 (first word,,,1---others end with "throne" 

Al3c----Ad03 ( c because the second word is same as in A12c) 

Al3n----Adl6 (new letter, becaus.e second word i8 different-

Al3p----Adl5 (word superscribed) 
Al4--four-word heading 

Al4p----Adl7 (word superscribed--thercfore also i• 

Every catefory should be described as intensively as possible, 
so that we can see exactly what the rule is. And only similar 
categories should be consecutive. We've got to leave space--both 
for our own later changes, and forl later finds. As we go on, 
we will find it necessary to change our statement.s of cate~ories 
from time to time. Unless we leave space to subdlvide further, or 
add similar, but not identical inscriptions, we'll have to change 
too many inscription numbers. 

It seems to be a good idea to keep carbon copies of- our letters 
to each other on the c .. lassificatioh, otherwise we' 11 forgot what 
we said. When we finally agree on ,the "Man11 i:r_scriptions, we can 
make a listing, subject to later change, but nof;to be changed by 
wither of us without the other's agreement. This agreement should 
be automatic, provided that evidence is submitted to show that an 
inscription does not belong in the cate~ory assigned, or that a rl{le 
for a cate~ory should be changed. When all the inscriptions have 
been classified, we should re-examine the entire thing, make whatever 
changes are necessary for consistency, and consider the final result 
definitive. After that, changes should be made only when it is 
absolutely necessary. Of c oyr se, when I said evidence a bovo--I 
meant convincing eGtidence. enerally speaking, I think we should 
err on the side of too much subdivision, rather than of too little, 
if the question should arise. 

lease let me know your opinion about all thin. 
0

nd, by the way, have you received a not:tce of the publication 
of the Erozny memorial volume? I just got one, and wondered if I 
shouldi when I wnnte . to OI'der . mine, add your order'? There will be 
3 evera articles on h:inoan--also on oth. er lann:u.,g~s, of your se. 

~ u}~ 
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